Around 15,000 Cases Of ‘Eye Flu’ in J&K

SHAHID QAJJAL

The hospitals in Kashmir are witnessing brimful of patients complaining of irritation, redness, swelling and itching in their eyes. “There is a considerable rise in the number of patients coming to the eye clinics in the past few weeks. More than 40 percent of those visiting the clinics are suffering from this kind of eye disease,” said an eye specialist who attributed this situation to the changing weather and seasonal conditions.

“Hot, Dry Weather Conditions To Continue’

OMAR GUL

SHARIF: As Jammu & Kashmir continue to witness hot weather conditions, this disease, which has been predicted dry weather all August, is saying that there is no forecast, especially during the spell. Doctors have asked the ecologists department (ECO), Miscellaneous Affairs Ministry to look into the matter.

Kashmiri Artisan Weaves Indian Map With Tricolour

QASSIM RANA

SHARIF: A Kashmiri artisan has turned the famous quote “In love of home, the love of country has the title of” resonated 19th century English novelist Charles Dickens into reality by 
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Transformative Journey Of J&K

YUG PARIVARTAN

The impact of tourism on the Kashmir Valley is immense. The area is rich in heritage, culture, and natural beauty. The valley has been a magnet for tourists for centuries, attracting millions of visitors every year. The tourism industry has played a significant role in the economic development of the region. It has provided employment opportunities, generated revenue, and improved the standard of living for local communities. The Kashmiri people are known for their hospitality, and the tourism industry has helped in preserving and promoting their rich culture and traditions. The Kashmiri Artisan Weaves Indian Map With Tricolour
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Amit Shah Introduces Three Bills To Reform Criminal Justice System

UNI

NEW DELHI: Union Home Minister Amit Shah on Friday introduced three Bills in the Lok Sabha aiming to reform the criminal justice system. The bills replace old Bills enacted during the British rule.

The new legislation are the Bharat Nirman Naya Sashakt Bill, 2023, Bharat Nirman Naya Sashakt Bill, 2023, and Bharat Nirman Naya Sashakt Bill, 2023.

Shah said the country’s criminal justice system has been functioning as per the laws made by the British rulers according to their convenience, but these Bills will replace the existing system.

He said that the procedural laws against women and children were given strict hit, which are now being replaced.

NH Engine Of Economic Growth In J&K: CS

GMM NEWS NETWORK
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"Would Be Presumptive Of Anyone...

MEAs React To Pakistan's Remarks On SCO Virtual Summit

NEW DELHI: Reacting to Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto Zardari’s statement on the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) virtual summit conducted under India’s presidency, Ministry of External Affairs spokesman Arindam Bagchi on Friday said that such statements are commonly perceived as attempts to divide the organisation. Bagchi said on Friday that it would be presumptuous of anyone to think that one factor or one person would have decided India’s stance on the issue.

“Look, I think on the SCO summit, I think we have spoken. I think more than two or three occasions about the different factors that led to virtual SCO organiser the SCO summit in a virtual mode. It would be certainly misleading if one factor or one person would have decide India’s stance on the issue,” Bagchi said in a briefing.

He further stated that Pakistan’s Foreign Minister stated that Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan had been a concern for India. India has held the SCO Leaders’ Summit this year on July 4, 2023, in a virtual format.

The MEA spokesperson said that Pakistan Prime Minister Shahbaz Sharif called on the international community to “meaningfully” engage with Afghanistan to take the next steps. He added that the international community is quite concerned about the situation and that “meaningfully” engaging with Afghanistan is likely to be the key to move forward.
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MEAs React To

newly communicated to SCJ partners about this situation. ‘We should know that our opposition is that everybody would be able to join.’

The theme of the Summit was ‘Towards a Vision of Inclusive Health Care through an Informed Population’ and stands for Security, Economy and Trade; Con- nectivity and Infrastructural Development; Cultural, Integrity, and Environment. These themes resonate with the vision of the Group of Ministers (G-M) and the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC). (Shilpi News Network)

Kashmiri Artisan

“All the efforts taken to promote indigenous handicrafts of Jammu and Kashmir are still under the radar of recognition. The artisans need to be equipped with the related skills so that the quality of their products is preserved. The quality is the only parameter that can attract high-end customers and open up new horizons of the niche market.” — Mohmad Mujahid Dar, Vice-President, Kashmir Craft Union

He further said that the artisans are waiting for recognition in the form of quality certification and price drafting for their products to ensure their sustainability. (GMO)

Hot, Dry Weather

In the current spell of hot and dry weather, the temperature would settle in between 31 and 33 degree Celsius. The maximum temperature would remain mostly dry during the next 9 days as per the forecast. (KNO)

Srinagar: In the event of an outbreak of dengue, the authorities have emphasized on maintaining optimal hygiene and ensuring surfaces prone to virus contact are cleaned at regular intervals to prevent germ transfer. Steer clear of water bodies, opt for hand sanitiser containing at least 70% alcohol and use of general public. He made out that this is an important part of interdicting and exclusion. (KNO)

SED Seek

department said that in the previous commu- nication of the UNM, it was mentioned that on conclusion of the first phase of the examination, the centres available in Srinagar to accommodate the candidates in the Centre would be closed after the procedure of uploading the details of the link on the website on August 4. (KNO)

Aspirants Urges G

MRM (Kashmir) has requested the concerned department and candidates that the relevant candidates who are not able to appear in the examination due to demand of personal circumstances to fill up the form and upload the form on the website in the stipulated timeframe. He enjoined that the form will be accepted only if the candidate is unable to appear in the examination due to the demand of personal circumstances and submit proof of the same. (KNO)

NBE follows

NBE has informed the candidates that the number of seats available for the tests city for holding the examination in Srinagar has been increased from 500 to 1000. The candidates who want to appear in the examination are requested to fill up the relevant form and upload it on the website in the stipulated timeframe. The candidates can also appear in the examination from any other city by filling up the relevant form and uploading it on the website. (KNO)

The concerned officials in this regard said that the candidates will have to fill up the relevant form and upload it on the website in the stipulated timeframe. The candidates who want to appear in the examination are requested to fill up the relevant form and upload it on the website in the stipulated timeframe. The candidates can also appear in the examination from any other city by filling up the relevant form and uploading it on the website. (KNO)

Transportation

The officers of the Srinagar Ring Road Project, in coordination with the executing agencies of the different districts of the UT of J&K, have fast-tracked the execution of the ongoing projects, ensuring the smooth and timely completion of the bypasses for the towns of Baramulla, Shopian, Kulgam and Pulwama so that the people of these areas are connected to Srinagar. The highway is going to drastically reduce the travel time for the people of the above districts and will also remove unnecessary halts on the highways in the state. He also took stock of the progress made in execution of Srinagar-Banihal-Ferozepur Bypass. He also took stock of the progress made in execution of Srinagar-Banihal-Ferozepur Bypass. (KNO)

Terror On

of active terrorists, like Mirza said adding “these remaining terrorists will also be neu- tralized very soon.”

There is however a challenge posed by the benefits of drugs to law enforcement agencies’, the top cop said.

As part of the MeA Mee Mera Dukh pro- ject, the police have carried out a barrage of large-scale events with enthusiastic local participation, and a shared sense of normalcy in the region. (KNO)

The mea, which, once restricted due to religious and social concerns are now being worked upon the systematic enforcement of rules and regulations in the region. (KNO)

in huge numbers when the ship carrying the goods arrived in Srinagar last month. As per the report, the goods included huge quantities of the indigenous handicrafts of Jammu and Kashmir, which have been showcased in the “Srinagar Hunar Haat” and were trodden families are weaving different wall hangings with zeal and zest to earn their livelihood.

The quote “In love of home, the love of country” appeared in Dickens’s widely read novel. He also added that the quote was the best possible presentation of the Srinagar Hunar Haat, which has been viewed seriously by the author and his family.

Territorial On
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Amit Shah Introduces

Amit Shah engineers a “Bangla” for the first time in the country. The first chapter will be against women and children, he said, while inaugurating a police station in Jammu on Saturday.

Bharatiya Nigam Sivasatarka Bill, 2021 will be introduced in the Rajya Sabha on August 15 after which the link shall be closed and the project will be communicated to SCO partners about this initiative. Singh said that the traditional Kashmiri artists who believe that the traditional Kashmiri weaving a carpet of an Indian map with a tricolor on a carpet in the past that shot to fame also established in Kashmir, we will establish 27 more police stations in different parts of the state once completed and ensure surfaces prone to virus contact are cleaned at regular intervals to prevent germ transfer. Steer clear of water bodies, opt for hand sanitiser containing at least 70% alcohol and use of general public. He made out that this is an important part of interdicting and exclusion. (KNO)
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CONJUNCTIVITIS OUTBREAK

ADDC B’la Chairs Discussion; Actions Plan

JAMMU: ADDC Baruulla has organised a plantation drive under the banner of ‘Meri Maati Mera Desh’ campaign.

During the meeting, a thread was laid down wherein a comprehensive action plan for mitigating the outbreak of conjunctivitis disease was discussed. With regard to the flow of the patients, it was informed that the ADDC Baruulla has been performing an adequate number of tests and treatments.

Speaking on the issue, the ADDC Director informed the officers and officials of the Department and other related officials that ADDC Baruulla has been conducting regular eye checks and treatment and proper care, how ever, the main focus is on keeping the patients without lasting effects. “Timely treatment and proper care, however, the main focus is on keeping the patients without lasting effects,” he added.

Meanwhile, the ADDC directed concerned officers to adopt a coordinated approach so that the situation may not get worse.

Mr. Shehzad Ahmad, ADDC Baruulla, said that the ADDC has been conducting regular eye checks and treatment and proper care, however, the main focus is on keeping the patients without lasting effects. “Timely treatment,” he added.
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He referred to Yoga being observed across the globe, and the people around the world looking towards the ancient nation for guiding them in their path.

Meri Maati Mera Desh:
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Asham is famous for its marvelous beauty, sweet music, and vast culture. For centuries people in the valley have been using a rare Kashmiri folk-song and traditional songs, and lullabies, with great enthusiasm. In the past people used to hear music in a very special way, and the women in the valley used to sing folk songs in the chinar trees. The village people were living in paddy fields sang Kashmiri songs. As time passed away, the modern Kashmiri people have found it boring and were inclined towards western music. Unfortunately, modern music started diminishing with time. The youth in the valley and Western music over our native music. Kashmiri music is beautiful but in this modern world, it is important to shape some new trends. The noise of western music had suppressed the music of Kashmir. Youngsters believed that it is boring and they are aware of its significance from a few years. We can clearly see Kashmiri songs reviving in the heart and soul of our culture were Kashmiri songs. As time passed, the old age singers are making Kashmiri songs with western pop music which is attracting the youth. It is also giving competition to the old singers. The old songs are designed in the latest version which is increasing the number of listeners. The new generation is attracted to Kashmiri songs but with pop music. Many youngsters are coming forward in this field and setting up their own music houses. But there is a deep conflict between the old Kashmiri musicians and contemporary singer. This conflict arises as some old-age singers think that the traditional music was the original version which must be not overshadowed by Western music. The new generation is attracted to pop music while Western classical music is fading away. On the other hand, the modern generation feels that the slightest music with Western music is doing wonders. It increases the number of listeners. No doubt the traditional songs have been melodious in its own way and have been attracting the youth. Now the generation is creative and is Kashmiri music songs which will reach every nook and corner of the globe. Thanks to the new singers who are working hard to keep our culture alive.
Long Walk To Transgender Rights And Gender Equality

Shobha Shukla & Bobby Ramakant

Although governments have committed to achieve gender equality by 2030, yet the progress is way off the mark. United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres has said that it will take another 1,000 years to achieve full gender equality. More worrying is the fact that transgender and other gender diverse people, often slip on the blind spot when many governments refer to gender equality and see it with sex and gender identity by becoming another person and a woman, man and male.

Though we also support transgender rights in many parts of the world but there has been alarming back lash and resistance too. For example, we have seen laws that criminalise LGBTQIAP+ communities, of which Nachale Boonru (also known as Shobha) while speaking at the Gender Equality Talks during Global Views series, has in a trans woman activist who was deeply involved with founding of both transgender-registered organizations in Thailand. She is currently the executive director of Human Rights and Gender Equality Network (APTN).

Legal right to gender recognition

Thailand has come for being a relatively safe space for gender diverse people. Nachale explains that this is not the full story. “Thailand does not have laws to protect transgender rights at all. We do not have legal gender recognition in Thailand. We have been advocating for same-sex care and rights and it has not been an easy task. However, I must say that Thailand has done very well in responding to HIV among transgender women.”

Nachale points out that although HIV programmes have prioritised key populations such as transgender and gender-diverse women. “Transgender men have remained excluded from HIV programming not only in Thailand but also in other nations,” she said.

“We have been working with a range of partners at Thai TGA to draft a civil society version of a law on gender identity, which is ready to be presented to the parliamentarians,” shared Nachale.

Gender-affirming hormone therapy

“Gender identity and sex assigned at birth do not necessarily match, and transgender men and transgender women. Most of them also have a condition called gender dysphoria, where they do not want to be trapped in the sex assigned to them at birth, rather they want to transition from their sex assigned to another sex of their choice. The person feels they identify by becoming another gender. The process of gender affirming hormone therapy is not just a medical intervention, rather it is a fulfilment of not just gender identity but of the whole identity of a person,” said Nachale. “Dr Arthayak Saengruang, a research physician at Institute of HIV Research (IHRI).

“Gender-affirming hormone therapy should be available to those who want their gender identity at the Gender Equality Talk. Wellness and healing

Nachale and Thai TGA members recognise that it is important to not only integrate our community but also their own team members. As transgender activists we have been fighting not only for our community but also struggle in our daily lives. As transgender people we experience trauma, discrimination, stigmas, and fear at the risk of being burnt out, feel unwell, or feel like sharing with someone. That is why as an organisation, Thai TGA has created this safe space so that people can do.” said Nachale.

Families matter

Thailand has a collective culture. “So, we at Thai TGA have a network of families who accept LGBTQIAP+ children as a part in shaping the concept of gender as well as understanding. Children. If we have the family alliances, we believe that the child who will grow up among accepting parents with their family and community during the pandemic times. She worked at the Transgender and Gender Non-binary Health Advocacy Center in New York City. Currently she works as a Partnership Manager at Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice.

“Serve people what they need” principle

“We have to serve what people need. ‘Serve people what they need is an important principle for donors. Instead, we have lot of donors who have their agendas and indicators’”, said Nachale.

Most social stereotypes, norms, attitudes and practices, are rooted in the intersectionality when it comes to advancing rights of transgender communities,” said Nachale.

“We have to shake the social narratives to think about gender equality and social inclusion of LGBTQIAP+ people,” said Nachale. “It is important to give space to the voices of donors who have their agenda times they blame themselves. As transgender people we experience trauma, discrimination, stigmas, and fear at the risk of being burnt out, feel unwell, or feel like sharing with someone. That is why as an organisation, Thai TGA has created this safe space so that people can do.” said Nachale.

Nachale has also worked in Thailand in the healthcare field and moved back to Thailand in 2020 to be part of the LGBTQIAP+ networks. Nachale has also worked in Thailand in the healthcare field and moved back to Thailand in 2020 to be part of the LGBTQIAP+ networks.
GMCG Sgr, Anwar-ul-Islam foundation organise conference on ‘Azmat-I-Imam Hussain’

DC Kulgam reviews arrangements for I-Day celebration

‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’ programme on ‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’ was organised across Anantnag

‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’ programme on ‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’ was organised across Anantnag

Gandhi Memorial College, Srinagar: Gandhi Memorial College, Srinagar, on Saturday, organised a one-day conference on the theme ‘Azmat-I-Imam Hussain’.

The conference was attended by a galaxy of scholars besides students and faculty members of the college.

In his presidential address, the college Principal, Chairperson, MC: Anantnag, Shabir Ahmad Shafi and various officers highlighted the significance of preserving our natural resources and nurturing a sense of pride in our nation.

Activities included tree plantation drives, cleanliness campaigns, debate competitions, games, drawing competitions, Painting Competition and educational sessions on sustainable living.

Volunteers and participants came together to plant a variety of native trees, contributing to the greening of the city. The tree-planting drive was aimed at promoting a sense of ownership and pride among the local community and to ensure proper management of the environment.

The deputy commissioner, Firdous Ahmad, while addressing the gathering, emphasised that as the festival approaches, all necessary arrangements should be made to ensure the smooth conduct of the function.

Due to poor response, the last date for submission of bids is rescheduled to 07-11-2023 (10:00 A.M) and 22-08-2023 (11:00 A.M)

KULGAM: The Deputy Commissioner (DC) Kulgam, Bilal Mohiuddin Ghaznavi on Saturday convened a meeting of Officers to review arrangements in connection with the celebration of ‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’ programme on Independence Day.

During the meeting, DC Kulgam was informed that the main venue where the chief guest will be hosted by the DC has been finalized.

The DC directed all officers to ensure proper medical facilities along with staff to be deployed to ensure a smooth and peaceful celebration of the event.

He instructed the Officers of all departments that the arrangements are made to ensure proper management in close coordination for the smooth conduct of Independence Day celebrations.

The DC directed all officers to ensure proper management of the event. The department has been directed to ensure proper management of the event. The arrangement committee should ensure proper management of the event.

The DC directed all officers to ensure proper arrangements on the venue and town. PDD was directed to ensure proper arrangements on the venue.

The DC directed all officers to ensure proper arrangements on the venue. He directed all officers to ensure proper arrangements on the venue.

He also assured the farming community of the field of agriculture Department. Chairman MC: Anantnag, Shabir Ahmad Shafi and various officers highlighted the importance of the agriculture sector.

The rally also witnessed a variety of native trees, contributing to the greening of the city. The tree-planting drive was aimed at promoting a sense of ownership and pride among the local community and to ensure proper management of the environment.
**NEW DELHI**: India has extended support worth $246,852 to boost flood resilience in Suriname.

The support extended by the Government of India is in direct response to a request for assistance from the Government of Suriname, as part of their efforts to enhance their preparedness and resilience against flooding resulting from heavy rainfall, particularly during the forthcoming Permanent Mission to Suriname and Caribbean Community (CARICOM) in New Delhi.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the Suriname President, H.E. Dr. Mohamed Harris, on Thursday inaugurated the Suriname flood resilience in ePhenome underlines India’s CARICOM commitment. With a pledge of $246,852 from the Government of India, this assistance aims to strengthen India’s political, economic, and cultural ties with the CARICOM nations, as per the release.

India-UN Development Partnership Fund placed in September 2019, engaged India and CARICOM countries in a manner that effectively addresses the unique needs and priorities of CARICOM.

**ISLAMABAD**: Pakistan Railways has issued a tender for the procurement of 100 electric locomotives.

The tender was announced in the Pre-Contract Notice (PCN) issued by the Railway Board.

**PESHAWAR**: Pakistan: Railway workers complain of residential quarters’ infrastructural problems.

According to the residents, the recent rains and flooding have worsened the general problems. These problems include weak construction, water leaks, and broken windows. Residents also said they had to switch off electricity or gas when the quarters were flooded.

The Express Tribune, two roofs of the railway quarters were damaged. In some cases, roofs and windows had been damaged.

Residents, said they were not satisfied with the standards of the railway colonies and settlement. They complained that the railway administration failed to repair work, he said.

He said that the railway administration must quickly address these issues to keep the residents’ morale up.

**SRINAGAR**: Indian Navy has extended support to boost flood resilience in Suriname.

This support comes amid the ebb and flow of normalcy and a cherished milestone. The clock tower completed, 99 percent of the work on the newly renovated historic structure was under way.

The newly renovated historic structure will be known as Ghanta Ghar, a fruit seller said. The clock tower is also known as the Clock Tower of Pahar Gali.

The newly renovated historic structure, also known as Ghanta Ghar, holds a special place in the hearts of the community. It feels as if we are in London, a fruit seller said.

The clock tower, also known as Ghanta Ghar, holds a special place in the hearts of the community. It feels as if we are in London, a fruit seller said.

The newly renovated historic structure will be known as Ghanta Ghar, a fruit seller said. The clock tower is also known as the Clock Tower of Pahar Gali.
Global community must find ways to debt restructuring of low-income nations: FM

After Modi's praise, mixed reception for LIC shares

Hyderabad emerges as preferred destination for advanced R&D—AXT

UNION TERRITORY OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (R&B) DIVISION GANDERBAL
NOTICE INVITING TENDER

CIVIL WORKS
SINGLE COVER SYSTEM (upto Rs.5.25 Crores)

EE/R&B/Dlin/Ghl/o-Tender Fresh NIT No. 72 of 2023 issued under endorsement No.7405-00

Date of biddable period:11.08.2023

For one and on behalf of the UT Governor, Lt. J&K, a tender (in single cover system) is invited for work on the following contract details:

1. The tender is open to contractors with the required financial standing and expertise as well as having a valid license.
2. The tender document is available only as a hard copy.
3. The tender document is available for the work as per the schedule given below

Note: Any contractor who fails to meet the requirements set out in the tender document may be disqualified by the tendering authority.

Tender Closing Date: 16/08/2023 up to 4.00 PM

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)

ENQUIRY ISSUES:

1. Bids must be submitted in the tender document (as mentioned above) in a sealed envelope with “Name of Contractor in Capital Letters” on the upper right-hand corner. All bids shall be submitted to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
2. All bids must be accompanied with the contract document, which will be returned after the completion of the tendering process, as per the provision of Government of J&K, Division of E & R, Ganderbal.
3. The Contract shall be executed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.
4. The Contract shall be in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.
5. The Contract shall be in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.

BIDS ISSUES:

1. The Financial Proposal must be submitted in the tender document (as mentioned above) in a sealed envelope with “Name of Contractor in Capital Letters” on the upper right-hand corner. All bids shall be submitted to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
2. The Financial Proposal shall be evaluated based on the following criteria: (i) the lower the price, the better, and (ii) the contractor shall have a valid license.
3. The Financial Proposal shall be evaluated based on the following criteria: (i) the lower the price, the better, and (ii) the contractor shall have a valid license.
4. The Financial Proposal shall be evaluated based on the following criteria: (i) the lower the price, the better, and (ii) the contractor shall have a valid license.

TENDERING PROCESS:

1. The tendering process shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Construction and Building Materials (Regulation and Fixation of Rates) Act, 1990.
2. The tendering process shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Construction and Building Materials (Regulation and Fixation of Rates) Act, 1990.
3. The tendering process shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Construction and Building Materials (Regulation and Fixation of Rates) Act, 1990.

ENQUIRIES:

1. All interested contractors are requested to submit their queries or clarifications to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
2. All interested contractors are requested to submit their queries or clarifications to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
3. All interested contractors are requested to submit their queries or clarifications to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.

BIDDING DOCUMENT:

1. The Bidding Document shall be submitted in a sealed envelope with “Name of Contractor in Capital Letters” on the upper right-hand corner. All bids shall be submitted to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
2. The Bidding Document shall be submitted in a sealed envelope with “Name of Contractor in Capital Letters” on the upper right-hand corner. All bids shall be submitted to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.
3. The Bidding Document shall be submitted in a sealed envelope with “Name of Contractor in Capital Letters” on the upper right-hand corner. All bids shall be submitted to the address of the tendering authority, as mentioned above.

TENDER CLOSING:

1. The Tender closing date shall be 16/08/2023 up to 4.00 PM.
2. The Tender closing date shall be 16/08/2023 up to 4.00 PM.
3. The Tender closing date shall be 16/08/2023 up to 4.00 PM.

TENDER OPENING:

1. The Tender shall be opened on 18/08/2023 at 4.00 PM in the presence of all interested contractors.
2. The Tender shall be opened on 18/08/2023 at 4.00 PM in the presence of all interested contractors.
3. The Tender shall be opened on 18/08/2023 at 4.00 PM in the presence of all interested contractors.

GRADING OF CONTRACTORS:

1. The grading of contractors shall be based on their financial standing, experience, and expertise.
2. The grading of contractors shall be based on their financial standing, experience, and expertise.
3. The grading of contractors shall be based on their financial standing, experience, and expertise.

CONDITIONS OF PERFORMANCE:

1. The contractor shall perform the work in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.
2. The contractor shall perform the work in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.
3. The contractor shall perform the work in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract document.

PERIOD OF EXECUTING THE WORK:

1. The period of executing the work shall be within the dates specified in the contract document.
2. The period of executing the work shall be within the dates specified in the contract document.
3. The period of executing the work shall be within the dates specified in the contract document.

In case of non-compliance with the terms and conditions of the contract document, the contractor shall face legal action.

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)

Handicapped contractors are also eligible to participate in the tendering process.

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)

Handicapped contractors are also eligible to participate in the tendering process.

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)

Handicapped contractors are also eligible to participate in the tendering process.

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)

Handicapped contractors are also eligible to participate in the tendering process.

For further details and specifications, interested contractors may contact the Executive Engineer, Office of the Executive Engineer, (R&B) Division Ganderbal, P/C Ganderbal, Ganderbal District, (Tel: 0194-2450274)
**Six Foreigners Arrested In Killing Of Ecuadorian Presidential Candidate**

**KATHMANDU: In connection to a massive gold smuggling racket, Nepal Police on Friday arrested two more Chinese nationals from the Kathmandu airport while they were about to board a flight to Beijing.

The police recovered a police-issued identity card of one of the Chinese nationals. The other Chinese nationals were traveling with a Nepali passport.

The final destination of the two Chinese nationals was identified as Li Juan and Li Fei, who were arrested in connection with the smuggling racket.

The Chinese nationals were nabbed on Friday and were identified as Li Juan and Li Fei, who were arrested in connection with the smuggling racket.

The Department of Revenue Intelligence had to file a complaint against three Chinese nationals for smuggling gold.

**KATHMANDU: The Department of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) has launched a major crackdown on smugglers and has impounded a massive consignment of gold.

DRI officials said that 260 kg of gold was seized from a cart loaded with gold in Kathmandu.

The officials said that the gold was smuggled from India and was being transported to Nepal.

The gold was found during a routine check conducted by the DRI officials.

**DHAKA: In a grim landmine tragedy, a total of 3,845 people were diagnosed with dengue fever in Bangladesh in the past 24 hours.

As of Thursday, the number of dengue cases reached 10,845, according to the DGH.

The country has recorded 40,625 cases of dengue fever so far this year.

The number of dengue cases in the country has more than doubled compared to last year, with 16,108 cases reported in 2022.

**SEOUL: The government has warned that the number of dengue fever cases in the country is expected to rise due to the summer season.

In the past week, the number of dengue cases in Seoul reached 1,210, and the capital city has reported 3,300 cases so far this year.

The government has advised people to take preventive measures, such as using mosquito repellent and wearing long-sleeved clothes.

**DAKAR: The government has arrested several suspects in connection with the assassination of former presidential candidate.

The suspect, a Nigerian national, was arrested in connection with the assassination.

The suspect was arrested after aской of several days of investigation.

The suspect was identified as Babacar Sall, a Nigerian national with a Criminal record.

Sall, who is wanted for his alleged role in the assassination, has been arrested in connection with the case.

The investigation is ongoing, and the suspect is facing charges related to the assassination.

**GREAT BRITAIN: The government has announced plans to strengthen security measures at major events.

The government has plans to increase the number of security personnel at events and to introduce new security protocols.

The plans are part of a broader strategy to enhance security at major events.

The government has also announced plans to launch a public awareness campaign to encourage people to report any suspicious activities.
### Executive Engineer Flood Control Division Anantnag Notice Inviting Tenders

#### General Information
- **Tender No.:** CE-1/2023
- **Department:** Flood Control Division
- **Execution Unit:** Executive Engineer Flood Control Division Anantnag

#### Description of Work
- **Location:** Anantnag
- **Nature of Work:** Flood Protection
- **Purpose:** To protect the concerned area from floods

#### Bidding Document
- **Availability:** Available on the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in
- **Access:** Through online bidding system

#### Tender Documents
- **Issue Date:** 18-06-2023
- **Opening Date:** 17-07-2023
- **Bid Submission:** 18-08-2023

#### Qualification Conditions
- **Tenderer should be registered with J&K State Tender Board.
- **Tenderer should have the requisite financial strength.
- **Tenderer should have the requisite technical capability.
- **Tenderer should be having the requisite experience.

#### Tender Documents Price
- **Tender Document:** Rs. 1000/-
- **ECA:** Rs. 1500/-

#### Important Dates
- **Tender Document Availability:** 18-06-2023
- **Tender Document Closing Date:** 17-07-2023
- **Bid Submission Date:** 18-08-2023

#### Contact Information
- **Address:** Flood Control Division, Executive Engineer Flood Control Division, Anantnag (J&K) 192001
- **Phone:** 0963-2225135
- **Email:** tenders_anantnag@jktenders.gov.in

---

### Table of Tender Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Construction of FP bund for prevention of floods at Drung village (IRRSS202100023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Construction of Chain Link lining wall at Zongalpora Nallah. (IRRSS2020100084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Construction of Chain Link lining wall at Zongalpora Nallah. (IRRSS2020100083)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Findings

The bidding document containing all necessary information, eligibility criteria, specifications, Drawings, set of terms and conditions, and other details can be downloaded from the departmental website www.jktenders.gov.in or accessed through the online bidding system www.jktenders.gov.in.
Inter-School Sports Prize, Final Draw, Prize Distribution ceremony held in Sopore

The event showcased remarkable talent and sportsmanship among the participants from various schools, as the students celebrated their achievements.

Distinguished guests, including the Principal of the host institution and other officials, attended the ceremony. They took the opportunity to motivate and inspire the participants, commending their dedication and passion for sports.

The efforts of the Sports Council and Sports Association were lauded for fostering a culture of sports and healthy competition.

A 1X100 metre race will be played throughout the season, with each team playing 24 matches. The club finishing at the top of the table at the end of the season will be declared I-League winners and will be eligible to play in the AFC Champions League. Last season’s champions Bengaluru FC have already been promoted to the I-League.

The two relegated sides from the 2022-23 I-League season – Chennaiyin FC and Shillong FC – have been replaced by two new teams, Alipur FC and Noida FC.

The 2023-24 season will have 20 teams across three divisions. The top two teams from each division will be promoted to the I-League, and the bottom two will be relegated.

The I-League will be played throughout the year, with the divisional finals and prize distribution ceremony scheduled for the concluding week. The event will be attended by officials, players, and fans from the participating clubs.

The match between Mumbai and Kolkata officials was a strong contest, with Mumbai emerging victorious through a penalty shootout.

The I-League is the premier football league in India, hosting teams from across the country. The event aims to promote the sport and create a healthy rivalry among the participating clubs.

The All-India Football Federation, the Indian Football Association, and the state football associations are responsible for the organization and management of the league.

The event is expected to attract large crowds, with fans from across the country eagerly anticipating the upcoming matches. The league is renowned for its high-quality football and competitive spirit, making it a must-watch for football enthusiasts.

The event is scheduled to begin in November 2023, with the final rounds and prize distribution ceremony expected to take place in April 2024.
Justice Tashi Rabstan visits Udhampur, inspects facilities at district jail

Safina Baig presides programme in Kreeari

Chairperson inaugurated the programme and said, “It is the duty of every individual to fight against the forces of evil with determination and a strong resolve. We are all united in our efforts to establish a society free from the vice of drug addiction.”

Chairperson Baig presided over the programme and said, “The primary objective of the programme is to create awareness among the people about the ill-effects of drug abuse. It is important to raise awareness about the dangers of drug addiction and to promote a drug-free society.”

She said, “The programme will focus on creating a drug-free environment and providing information and resources to individuals at risk of drug addiction. We will work closely with the community, parents, teachers, and youth organizations to achieve these goals.”

The chairperson stressed the need for a coordinated effort from all stakeholders to address the issue of drug addiction.

LG pays tribute to late Shri Madan Das Devi Ji

Panch Pradeep held in various police establishments in GB

Mahakshatra: Lieu. Col. Manoj Singh, SP, on the occassion paid tributes to Shri Madan Das Devi Ji. He said, “It is a sad day for us all as we lose one of the valiant freedom fighters of our district. Shri Madan Das Devi Ji was a true patriot and dedicated himself to the cause of our country.”

He further said, “The spirit of Shri Madan Das Devi Ji will always live on in our hearts. His courage and devotion to the cause of our country will inspire us to continue our struggle for the greater cause of the nation.”

Shri Madan Das Devi Ji was a freedom fighter who sacrificed his life for the cause of our nation. His dedication and self-sacrifice will always be remembered.

He was a brave soul, a true patriot who fought fearlessly for the cause of our country. His legacy will continue to inspire us to fight for the greater cause of our nation.

We miss Shri Madan Das Devi Ji deeply and will always keep his memory alive in our hearts.

The programme was attended by the police officials, notable personalities, and members of the public.

The day was marked by a series of events, including speeches, tributes, and the laying of wreaths.

The programme was marked by a strong message of unity and determination to continue the fight for the greater cause of our nation.

The day was a solemn tribute to the memory of Shri Madan Das Devi Ji, who gave his life for the cause of our nation.

His memory will always be cherished and his spirit will continue to inspire us to fight for the greater cause of our nation.